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The world's first gaming ecosystem that combines Grand Strategy with Top-Down Shooter in blockchain


Crypto Mayhem revolutionizing gaming through blockchain and AI synergy. Games interwoven with related gameplay mechanics to shape the narrative of our Metaverse.

Our project solves the problem of the lack of coexistence of different types of players within one ecosystem related to investors.
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STRATEGY
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SHOOTER










METAVERSE


An exciting new metaverse in which the combination of bloody combat with an elaborate economic and strategic model becomes a reality, thanks to blockchain technology.
The strategy game is about developing your colony on an alien planet, where micro-management of digital goods and currency affects the environment according to a designed model.
Our project is a virtual world where, in a distant future, humanity has united under the leadership of Adria Corporation, fighting for survival against a space alien scourge. The struggle is not only to defend inhabited planets, but also to extract valuable raw materials found on alien-controlled planets.














Our NFT is an attribute value in the game and unique attributes for each player
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Avatar | Worker | Item | Land | Drone | Mech | Weapon






Avatar (NFT) and Worker (NFT) as a unit can have an item (NFT) with certain values that improve the profession.
Combining heroes per land (NFT) allows you to extract resources to develop your civilization.
The Drone (NFT) mines a rare resource and supports the mecha in battle.
Everyone can produce their original Mech (NFT) from a combination of several elements NFT, to defeat hordes of enemies in a bloody battle for survival.







Survive to get ADRIA


ADRIA (BEP-20) – the main currency of the metaverse, used throughout the game ecosystem in services and trade. It allows you to stake provinces and take control of them for a set period of time, in order to extract taxes from transactions made between players within that trading space. The governance token (DAO) represents the power within Adria Corp, allowing the holder to decide on the production process, game balance and can make proposals for changes to the game. The DAO will decide what Adria Corp. should do with the pool of tokens collected.


ADRIA token on exchanges:    [image: ]
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  BEP20: SOON
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Total Supply

10 000 000 000 ADRIA







FOR INVESTORS



Private Sale


TGE: 10%

Unlocked within: 9 months



IDO


TGE: 15%

Unlocked within: 6 months





FOR LONG-TERM



Staking


Lock: 2 weeks

Unlocked within: 23 months





TREASURY



Advisors


Lock: 6 months

Unlocked within: 18 months



Marketing


Lock: 1 month

Unlocked within: 23 months






RESERVE


Lock: 6 months

Unlocked within: 12 months



Exchanges


TGE: 35% *

Unlocked within: 12 months
*listing liquidity DEX and CEX









FOR CREATORS



Team


Lock: 12 months

Unlocked within: 12 months





FOR GAMERS



PLAY TO EARN


Lock: 2 weeks

Unlocked within: 47 months






What we have in adria Corporation?
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Stake ADRIA


Management and staking in exchange for protocol income. Allows you to stak city zones and take control of them for a set period of time, in order to raise taxes from transactions made between players within the space.
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Stake NFT


Stake NFT will be done by using an Avatar or Worker with an NFT item that can be placed in the land. This will allow for the extraction of resources in the game.
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Mint NFT


We put the look and attributes of future mech equipment in your hands. You can configure them in your workshop and create your own unique mech.
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3D TDS


Game layer developed in unity engine. Players will be able to use purchased / created by themselves NFT (mechs, drones, weapons) by playing missions in which they can gain resources and blueprints. During the missions, the player must defeat hordes of enemies in a bloody fight for survival.
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Real digital ownership


You will be the perpetual owner of your digital items, even if the game were to shut down or slow down development. Thanks to blockchain technology, every element of the game can be tokenised which allows players to decide how they want to manage their items.
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Security


Digital game pieces can be easily tokenised and traded on blockchain-backed markets. Scarcity-based positions usually delight in fraud, but with blockchain the risk is minimised.









ROADMAP
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H1

2022





	The first public ecosystem concept
	GDD – Top-Down Shooter
	Official Website
	Roadmap
	Tokenomy
	Company registration in Estonia
	Trailer
	Whitepaper

 DONE 






H2

2022





	Access to the website: Play
	ADRIA Private sale for Community
	Tab: My Account and Game
	MVP Top-Down Shooter (early access)

 DONE 






H1

2023





	Launch Governance (DAO)
	Creation and analysis of the Petri net of token
	Top-Down Shooter: New mission and aliens
	First view of Grand Strategy
	Listing on multiple gaming platforms
	Web 2.0 functionality
	Launcher of Games and Top-Down Shooter FreeToPlay

 DONE 






H2

2023





	Optimization game TDS: HDRP and URP technology
	Preparation of staking and vesting
	Listing Genesis NFT collection on multiple marketplace NFT
	Token economy model
	Platform development

 DONE 






H1

2024





	New website development
	Leaderboard in Top-Down Shooter game
	Top-Down Shooter: New weapon
	White Label Marketplace NFT
	Mini game – Flappy Mayhem

 In Progress






H2

2024





	ADRIA IDO
	ADRIA DEX Listings
	ADRIA – Staking
	Grant Strategy (early access)
	NFT – Colonization packages sale:

Avatars, Workers and Items
	NFT Land – sale
	Discovery, geological, engineer missions







H1

2025





	Planet infrastructure development
	Cooperation mode in TDS
	Smartcontract tournaments
	Guild formation
	War and alliance system
	Betting and risk system $ADRIA
	Rental system NFT







H2

2025





	$ADRIA for provinces control
	Global events
	PvP in TDS
	More connections between GS and TDS
	Guild wars
	Leagues
	Integration with other chains
	Exchange of resources only occurs through $ADRIA







~

2026





	New erc protocol standard for gaming
	Another production of new games
	More connections between games

AND MORE…










Team & Advisors
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Andrzej Bereźnicki
CEO
[image: LinkedIn]
[image: Twitter]
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Paweł Spionkowski
CTO, BLOCKCHAIN & Unity Developer
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[image: Twitter]
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Przemysław Chabasiński
FULL STACK, BLOCKCHAIN DEVeloper
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Łukasz Bober
CBDO
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Paweł Syrowy
Business & Unity Developer
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Arian Chyla
Product Owner, Game Designer
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Kamil Stopa
Senior Tester, Unity Developer
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Krzysztof Bziuk
LEAD UNITY DEVELOPER
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Agata Ziemniarska
CHIEF ADMINISTRATION OFFICER
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Krzysztof Michalski
CFO, Dev-Ops
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Weronika Brendel
3D generalist, Artist
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Kamil Borzych
Agile Coach, Scrum master
[image: LinkedIn]

















Partners
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Platforms we are on
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Discover more about Crypto Mayhem
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Whitepaper


Detailed description of the project content including functionality of our token and NFT. Overview of the entire ecosystem and visual interpretations.


Download
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PITCHDECK


Game design visualisation. It will give you an initial understanding of our ecosystem and a vision of the project.


Download
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Twitter
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Telegram Annoucement
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Telegram Chat
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Youtube
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Discord
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Medium
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Mayhem Games OÜ
Lõõtsa tn 5, 11415
Tallinn, Estonia





Privacy Policy
Terms & Conditions
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